Multijoint reflex responses to constant-velocity volitional movements of the stroke elbow.
Multijoint reflex coupling could impact the voluntary control of functional arm movements in people post stroke. The multijoint responses to active-assist, constant-velocity movements of the elbow joint were measured in 14 individuals post stroke and 9 neurologically intact controls. Resulting responses in the stroke group illustrated a change in the reflex coupling of the elbow and shoulder muscles compared with passive perturbations of the spastic elbow. Voluntary effort during constant-velocity elbow extension resulted in reflex shoulder abduction, differing from the reflex coupling observed between the elbow flexors and shoulder adductors observed during passive elbow extension. These results suggest that post stroke, voluntary drive alters reflex coupling of the elbow and shoulder. Flexion of the elbow during active-assist also resulted in reflex coupling. Shoulder abduction torque decreased with constant-velocity flexion of the elbow; however, no net adduction was observed at the end of the perturbation. Shoulder flexion/extension and internal/external rotation torque responses demonstrated similar modulations to imposed active-assist perturbations of the elbow in subjects post stroke. Responses were absent during passive perturbations of the control elbow; however, shoulder torque modulations were observed during constant-velocity, active-assist tasks. The active-assist response patterns in controls were similar to stroke subjects during the extension task but opposite during flexion of the elbow. This study provides evidence of a neural coupling between elbow and shoulder muscles and a modulation of this coupling during voluntary drive of the spastic arm.